TODAY’S TOPICS

• Establish Preliminary Program
• Determine Design Direction
• Discuss Digital Locations
A -- Building Directory / includes listings and a you-are-here map / mounts flush to wall

D -- Directional / includes arrow / mounts flush to wall

L — Flag sign identifying Restrooms & Elevators / mounts perpendicular to wall, ceiling zone
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Glance for EMS is an optional interface - optimized for the iPad - that turns a tablet device into an extension of your EMS scheduling system. Mounted outside a meeting room, the unit tells you at a glance, through vivid red and green banners, whether a room is available or in use. Step closer and use touch screen controls to easily check in for your meeting, end or extend the current booking, reserve an unoccupied room now or later in the day, and more.

**Save time for room users and facility managers**
- Enable self-service scheduling.
- Provide an easy-to-use tool for performing common booking tasks.
- Accommodate spontaneous meetings.

**Make more space available**
- Bookings can be automatically canceled if the user fails to check in.
- "End now" functionality lets users free the room easily if their meeting ends early.

**Encourage authorized, accurately-recorded room use**
- Implement one of the many authentication options.
- An intuitive interface makes it easy to record room use.
- Supply utilization data to EMS for statistical reporting.

**Vivid visual information**
- A brightly-colored availability indicator shows up-to-the-minute information.
- Glance for EMS can be branded with your logo and background themes.

**Learn more**
For more than 25 years, we’ve helped leading organizations gain control over and better manage their meeting rooms and event spaces. Learn more about Glance for EMS by visiting [www.dea.com](http://www.dea.com) or give us a call at 800.440.3994.

**Leading technology**
- Optimized for the iPad and runs on a supported web browser (Safari, Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer 10).
- Compatible with these or newer EMS versions: Professional 12.0, Campus 3.0, other Enterprise-level systems 6.0.
- Take advantage of pricing discounts you may have with your device vendor.
- Language translation option available.
- Designed only for use in landscape orientation.
- Devices are easily configured from within EMS.
NEXT STEPS

- **September:** Design Development Presentation
- **October:** Design Development Document
- **December:** 85% Construction Document / Pricing
- **January:** 100% Construction Document